Welcome on Wheels for U - get to know the university and Münster on Skates

You want to brush up on your skating skills? Let's meet, connect to other members of the university and explore Münster.

Wednesday 09 September from 6.00 to 7.30 pm
Wednesday 16 September from 6.00 to 7.30 pm
+ Welcome Tour

2x indoor training - how to skate and stop: learn and revise the basics. Besides you will get to know all other participants well in a safe environment.
1x outdoor Welcome Tour - you will get to know exciting science and sport spots in Münster.

Target group: new and old (-: university members
Level: skatebeginners and advanced, both rollerskaters and inliners
requirements: bring skates and the protection you feel comfortable with

Information: Welcome Centre for internationally mobile researchers,
Maria Homeyer: maria.homeyer@uni-muenster.de
Application: http://go.wwu.de/oa2dp